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In this paper we use the following notations. Let A be a finite dimensional 
algebra over an algebraically closed field k, and let mod-A be the category of 
finite dimensional rigl1t A-modules. For ME mod-A we denote by pd.1 M the 
projective dimension of M, and by add M the ful subcategory of direct sums of 
direct summands of M. Let Q = (Qo, Q1) be a finite connected quiver without 
loops and cycles, and Q0 (resp. Qi) be the set of vertices (resp. arrows) of Q (we 
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use this notation for an arbitrary quiver). We denote by kQ the path algebra of Q 
over k, and by rep Q the category of finite dimensional representat10ns of the 
quiver Q which is category equivalent to mod-kQ. We note that for any two 
paths, 
a1 ダ1 a, 1 P1 fiz fl, 
w: xo-+均→ ・・・→ x,., w : YO→ Yt → •• • → Ys, 
IV . w'= { XQ ~ . .. :.:., ふ=Yo凸ム凡 ifx,. = YO, 
0 ifふ :f-Yo, 
in kQ. For ME rep Q, denote by Ma the vector space of M associated to a vertex 
a, and denote by Ma→ b the linear map払 → 島 ofM. For a vertex a of Q, let 
aaQ be the quiver obtained from Q by reversing al arrows starting at a or ending 
at a. A module Te mod-A is called a tilting module provided the folowing three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) pd T < o, 
(b) Ext;(T, T) = 0 for al i > 0,
(c) there exists an exact sequence 
0→ A→ T。→ Tl→ • • → T, → 0 (T; E add T) 
in mod-A. In the hereditary case the tilting condition above is equivalent to the 
following: 
(a) Ext1(T, T) = 0,
(b) the number of indecomposable direct summands of T (up to isomor-
phisrn) isequal to the number of simple modules. 
In Section 1, following (8], [9], [ 10], [ I 5],we define a partial order on the set 
T山(A)of al basic tilting modules (up to isomorphism) over A and define the 
quiver of tilting modulesえ(A).1n Section 2, we explain results from [ 11]. In 
Section 3, we first show that the number of arrows of :%(kQ) is equal to the 
number of arrows of :%(kQ') ifQ and Q'share the same underlying graph by 
applying the results from Section 2. Then we determine the number of arrows 
of :f (kQ) for any Dynkin quiver Q. Note that the underlying graph of :%(kQ) 
may be embedded into the exchange graph, or the cluster complex, of the cor-
responding cluster algebra of finite type:the tilting modules of kQ correspond to 
positive clusters (3] and [ 12]. The number of positive clusters when the orientation 
is alternating is given in [5, prop. 3.9]. However, according to experts, the number 
of edges of this subdiagram of positive clusters isnot known in the cluster tilting 
theory. Note also that if we consider the similar problem for the exchange graph, 
it is not interesting, because the number of edges is ~x {the number of clusters}, 
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and the number of vertices is given in (5, Proposition 3.8]. The following is 
known ([5, Proposition 3.9l). 
type A1 D, 
＃えkQ)。;;ti(~:') ~(刑':})
The main result of this paper is as follows. 
¥ 4]8 243] Es 17342 
TuEOREM 0.]. (l) Let Q be a quiver without loops and cycles. Then 
#f.(kQ)1 isindependent of the orienu11ion. 
(2) #f.(kQ)1 is given by the following table, 
type A, D1 E6 E1 Eg 
#:ff(kQ)1 I丘汀］面―:_4) (翌~fl) I l ]40 I 8008 I 66976 
Now we note that above number is equal to 
'.: (1 -~ ) x {the number of positive clusters}・・・(*), 
2 h -1 
where h is the Coxeter number. ln this paper we provide separate proof 
about each type, but(*) suggests that it should be possible to provide a uniform 
proof. 
1. Preliminaries 
Jn this section we define a partial order on tilting modules. First, for a tilting 
module T, we define the right perpendicular category 
T.L ={XE mod-A IE心(T,X)= O} 
LEMMA J .J (c.f. 19, Lemma 2.1 (a)). For tilting modules T, T'the following 
condi1ions are equivalent, 
(l) T.l C T'.l, 
(2) TE T心
Recall that Tilt(A) isthe set of basic tilting modules over A 
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DEFINITlON 1.2. We define a partial order on Tilt(A) by 
def 
Ts; T ⇔ yl. C T'l. ⇔ TET生
for T, T'E Tilt(A) 
REMARK 1.3. By definition, AA is the unique maximal element of 
(T山(A),::;).On the other hand, (Tilt(A), ::;) does not always admit a minimal 
element (c.f [8]). 
Next we define the tilting quiver洸 (A),and recall some of its properties. しet
11d A be a category of indecomposable modules in mod-A. 
DEFINITION 1.4. The tilting quiver政A)=ば(A)。、(A)』isdefined as 
folows: 
(I) %(A)。=Tit化），
(2) T'→ T in %(A), for T, T'E Tilt(A), if T'= M④ X, T=M ④ Y with 
X, YE ind A and there isa non-split short exact sequence 
0→ X→ げ→ Y→O 
with ME add M. 
THEO邸 M 1.5 (c.f. (8, Theorem 2.1). %(A) is the Hasse-diagram 
of (Tilt(A), ~) (i.e. if T→ T1 E %(A)t and T~T"~T'then T11 = T or 
T" = T'). 
PROPOSITION l.6 (c.f. (8, Corollary 2.2]). If政A)has a finite component忽
then :£(A)= <g_ 
Let Q = (Qo, Q,) be a quiver without loops and cycles and A= kQ. For 
TE Tilt(A), let 
s(T) = #{T'E Tilt(A) I T→ T'in %(kQ)} 
e(T) = #{T'E Tilt(A) IT'→ T in :%(kQ)} 
and define o(T) = s(T) + e(T). 
PROPOSITION 1.7 (c.f. [lO, Proposition 3.2]). b(T) = n -#{a E Q0 I (辿旦 T)a
= l}, where n = #Qc 
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2. A Theorem of Ladkani 
ln this section, we review [1 ]. Let Q be a quiver without loops and cycles 
and let x be a source of Q. Let Tilt(Q) := Tilt(kQ) and define 
Tilt(QY := {TE Tilt(Q) I S(x) IT}, 
where S(x) is the simple module associated to x 
DEFJNITJON 2. 1. Let (X, :;x), (Y, :s;y) be pose ts and I : X→ Y an order-














if a,bE Y, 
if a E X and b E Y. 
if a,b EX, 
if a,b E兄
if a E Y and b E X. 
LEMMA 2.2. Define the functors 
戸： rep Q→ rep(Q¥ {x}) 
and 
J.: rep(Q¥{x})→ rep Q, 
by 
(j―IM)n = M。; (J―IM)()→ b = Ma~h 
and 
(j.N),, ~ {畠＼→）N(y) ;: :〗いN)。_, ~ {二、~N, ;:::; 
Then j―1 and j. are exact and J~ is right adjoint 10 j —J _ 
Denote by的 Q)the bounded derived categoryか(repQ). 
LEMMA 2.3. The .functors r1 and J. induce .functors 
戸．釘(Q)→~"(Q\{x}), J.: ~b(Q\{x}) →的Q)




LEMMA 2.4. The Jimctors FI and). identify rep(Q¥ {x}) with 1he righi 
perpendicular subcategory 
S(x).L ={ME rep QI Ext;(S(x), M) = 0 for al i;:;: O} 
of rep Q. 
LEMMA 2.5. The functor). takes indecomposables of rep(Q¥ {x}) to inde-
composables of rep Q. 
PROl?OSITION 2.6. let T be a tilting module in rep Q. Then F 1 T is a tilting 
module in rep(Q¥ {x}). 
For M=①，;:1 N('(where N; E incl Q, r; > 0), let basic(M) = 〶；:1 N; ・
COROLC.ARY 2.7. The map 凡： T 1-+ basic(/—1 T) is an order-preserving 
fiinction 
(Tilt(Q), :;)→ (Tilt(Q¥ {x}), :;) 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let TE Tilt(Q¥{x}). Then S(x)④). TE Tilt(Q). 
COROLLARY 2.9. The map t;、： T ,_. S(x)④ J. T is an order-preserving 
fimction 
(Tilt(Q¥{x}),s)→ (Tilt(Q), s). 
PROPOStTlON 2.10. We have 
冗山(T)= T, 
for al TE Tilt(Q¥{x}). In addition, 
T;:,: lxnx(T), 
for al TE Tilt(Q), with equalityリandonlyリTET山(Q)'
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In particular, Tlx and 1.、:induce an isomorphism of posets between Tilt(Qf and 
Tilt(Q¥{x}). 
COROLLARY 2」1. Let X = Tilt(Q)¥Tilt(Qf and Y = Tilt(Q)"'. Define 
f:X→ Y by .f = lx1lx-Then 
Tilt(Q)~(Xu Y, 塁）．
Now let Q'= axQ-Then x isa sink of Q'and, by arguing in the similar way, 
we obtain the dual results by replacing 
u-1 ,j.,nx,lx,X, Y,f,・ 塁）
with 
(i―I'i! 叫，lしX',Y'J', sf) 




where X'= Ti!t(Qり¥Tilt(Q')"and Y'= Tilt(Q'f 
THEOREM 2.J 2. There exists an isom01phism of posets 
p: Tilt(Q)¥Tilt(Q)"→ Tilt(Qり¥Ti.lr(Q'f
such that the following diagram commutes. 
Tilt(Q)\Tilt(Q)-'~- , Tilt(Q')¥Tilt(QりX/~/,, ~ 加 (Q)"'", ,. Tilt(Q¥{x}) - _ → Tilt(Q'( 
COROLLARY 2.13. #Tilt(Q) = #Tilt(Q') 
REMARK 2.14. Jn [l l] the partial order on Tilt(A) is defined by 
Tz T'⇔ T.i c ya (opposite to our definition) 
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3. Main Results 
ln this section we determine the number of arrows in ::i(kQ) in the case Q is
a Dynkin quiver. Let 
Gen(M) :={NE mod-A IM'二竺二 N for some M'E add M} 
Cogen(M) := { NE mod-A IN.!. 空二 M'forsome M'E add M} 
LEMMA 3.L (c.f [4, Proposition l.3l). Let A be hereditary, T = M④ YE 
Tilt(A) with YE ind A. Ij YE Gen(M), then there exists a unique (up to iso-
morphism) indecomposable module X which is not isomorphic to Y s. t M EB X E 
Tilt(A) an.d there e、l:istsan exact sequence 
0→ X→ E→ Y→ O 
with E E add M. 
Dually, if YE Cogen(M) then there exists a unique (up 10 isomorphism) 
indecomposable module X which is not isomorphic to Y s.t. M ④ XE Tilt(A) and 
I t1ere extsls an exact sequence 
0→ Y→ E→ X→ O 
with EE add M 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Q be a quiver without loops and cycles. If.x is a sink, then 
for al T = M④ S(x) ET山(Q),S(x) is in Cogen(M). [j'x is a source, then/or al 
T=M〶 S(x) E Tilt(Q), S(x) is in Gen(M). 
PROOF. For any TE Tilt(Q¥{x}), we define F(T) E mod-kQ as follows, 
Ta 1f a# x,F(T),、~ {国、T, ;r " ~ X and X ;, a ,;nk, 
⑤、●→Y Ty .f 1 a = xand x 1s a source. 
Ta→ b if a, b #ふ
T 
injection 
y- → ④ y'―;．、Ty, if Cl= y with y→ x and 
F(T)← b = ~ if b = x and x 1s a smk, 
④ T projcc1io11 . 
X->y , y'-—➔ Ty 1f b = y with x→ y and 
if a = x and x is a source. 
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Then, by Proposition 2.10, T >-+ F(T)④ S(x) induces a bijection 
T山(Q¥{x})且rni<Qr.
Now if x is a sink then 
S(x) e Cogen(M)⇔ M、,.-:p 0, 
and if x isa source then 
S(x) E Gen(M)⇔ M~ ¥0 
So this Lemma follows from the fact that if_ T e Tilt(Q) then (血rT)。 ~l,
for al a. □ 
LEMMA 3.3. If x is a sink lhen 
{et. E .ff(Q)1 I s(a) E Tilt(Q)-', t(et.) E Ti!t(Q)¥Ti!t(Qf}且Tilt(Q)"
J_f x is a source then 
{a. E %(Q)1 I t(e1.)E Tilt(Q)",s(Ct.) E Tilt(Q)¥Ti!t(Q)"・｝且乃!t(QY
Where, for T~T', s(a) = T and 1(a) = T' 
PROOF. Suppose xis a sink, and Jet TE Tilt(Q)'・. Then there exists a unique 
T'E Tzlt(Q)¥Ti/t(Q)"" s.t T→ T'in ff(Q) (by Lemma 3.1, 3.2). 
On the other hand, ]er T'E Ti/t(Q)¥Tilt(Q)"" and suppose that there exists 
T1; 乃ET山(Q)""s.t Ti→ T', T2→ T', for T'E Tilt(Q)¥Tilt(Q)'、,in点Q).
Write T; = M ④ S(x)④ 兄withY; E ind kQ (i = I, 2) then Y;¥T'; Ext(Y;, り）=0 
(i; j = l, 2). Thus Ext(T1④ Y2, Ti (±) Y2) = 0 and Y1 = Y2 follows. 0 
COROLLARY 3.4. 
＃えQ)J=釦f(u.、Q)1
In particular, if Q is a Dynkin quiver then #立Q)1depends only 011 the underlying 
graph q(Q. 
PROOF. By Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 3.3 we get, 
#. れQ)J=券炉(Q¥{x})1+免仮(Tilt(Q)¥Tilt(Q)"')1+ #Tilt(Q)"' 
= #ff(v.,-Q)1 口
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3. l. case A. In this subsection we consider the quiver, 
I 2 1 
Q=o→ 0→ .'. → 0. 
By Gabriel's Theorem, ind kQ = {L(i,j) IO:; i < j~n} where 
L(i,J)={k (i<a:::;;j), L(i,J¥, → b = { 1 (i < a, b :;j), 
゜otherwise 0 otherwise. And 
rL(i,J) = { L(i + l,j + 1) (j < n), 
0 (j = n), 
where r isa Auslander-Reiten translation. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A pair of intervals (i, j], [i', /]) is compatible if 
[i,j] n [i',/] = 0 or [i,j] c [i',/] or (i',/] c (i,j]. 
Applying Auslander-Reiten duality, 
DExt(M,N)~ Hom(N,-i:M) (D = Homk(-,k)), 
we get the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. We have 
Ext(L(i, J), L(i', j')) = 0 = Exe(L(i',}'), L(i, j)) 
リ・andonlyリ・([i,j), [i', j']) is compatible. 
PROOF. It is obvious that Hom(L(らj),L(i', /)) =I-0 ifand 01.ly if i's; i s;
j's; j. So the lemma follows from this fact and the AR-duality. 口
LEMMA 3.7. For any TE Ti/t(Q), we get 
J(T) = n-l. 
PROOF. Let TE Tilt(Q) then the projective-injective module l(O, n) is a 
direct summand of T. From this fact, we get J(T) < n. 
Denote by X the set of indecomposable direct summands of T not iso-
morphic to l(O,n) and define 
a:= { max{ i I L(O, i) E X} if l(O, i) E X f or some 1 
゜ otherwise. 
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Then, by Lemma 3.6, we get 
Ext(T,L(a + l ,n)) = 0 = Ext(L(a + l,n), T) 
By Ext= 0 condition, we can see L(a + 1, n) is a direct summand of T 
In particular 
（幽T);= 1⇔ i=a+1. 
This Lemma follows from this fact and Proposition 1.7. ?





COROLLARY 3.8. #%(Q)戸麟（互')= e仁；）
3.2. case D. Through this subsection, we consider the qrnver 
l 2 





ind kQ = {L(a, b) IO s a< b s n -l} U {い(a,n)IOsasn-1}


























if a< i:; b, 
otherwise, 
if a< i < b, 
otherwise, 
J. 
if a < i :;n -1 or i = n-'-
otherwise; 
1f a < i < n.-J or i = n -1 , j = n± 
otherwise, 
if a < i .:;b or i = n丸
if b < i.:; n -1, 
otherwise, 
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if a< i < b, 
if i = b, 
if i=n-l,J=n+, 





































if b < n -l, 





1f b < n -I, 
if b = n -l. 
LEMMA 3.9. 
(i) Ext(l(a,b), l(a',b')) = 0 = Ext(l(a',b'), l(a,b)) 
⇔ ([a, bl, [a', b']) : compatible. 
(2) Ext(L(a,b), L土(a',n) = 0 = Ext(l土(a',n),l(a,b)) 
⇔ ([a, bl, [a', n]) : compatible. 
(3) Ext(L(a,b), M(a', b')) = 0 = Ext(M(a', が），l(a,b))
⇔ ([a, bl, [a', n]), ([a, bl, [b', n]) : compatible. 
(4) Ext(M(a,b), 区 (a',n))=0 = Ext(い(a',n),M(a,b))⇔ as; a's; b 
(5) Ext(l±(a, n), ビ(a',n))= 0 = Ext(l±(a',n), L土(a,n)for al a,a'. 
(6) Ext(L+(a, n), L-(a', n)) = 0 = Ext(L -(a', n), L+(a, n))⇔ a =a'. 
(7) Ext(M(a,b), M(a',b')) = 0 = Ext(M(a',b'), M(aル））
⇔ [a, b] c [a', b'] 01・[a',が]c [a,b]. 
PROOF. (l) and (2) follow from a case A and (5), (6) are obvious. 
(3) (case b < a') It is obvious that 
Ext(L(a,b), M(a',b') = 0 = Ext(M(a',b'), L(a,b)) 
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(case aくa'::;b < b') ln this case we claim that 
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Hom(M(a',b'), てL(a,b))-:/:0 
In fact O #/= (Ji);EHom(M(a',b')立 (a,b))where 
??｛?＝?? ? if a1 < i~b + l, 
otherwise. 
(case a < a'< b'~b < n -]) Jn this case we claim that 
Hom(M(a', が），てL(a,b))'#0 
In fact O¥f = (Ji); E Hom(M(a', b')汀L(a,b))where 
1f a'</::; b', 






(case aくが<b'~b = n -]) ln this case we also claim that 
Hom(M(a', が）立(a,b))#-0. 






if a'< i~b', 
if b'< i :;n -1 or i = n±
otherwise. 
(case a'$ a< b < b'< n -1) 1n this case we claim that 
Hom(M(a', が）, rL(a,b)) = 0 = Hom(L(a,b), てM(尻b'))
Let f = (f;), E Hom(M(a', が）立(a,b)). J f i $ a +] or b + ] < i $ n -1 
i = n±then (幽rL(a,b));= 0 and this implies f; = 0. Note that 
fa+2 = fa+3 =・ ・ ・= fb+I・ 
or 
Now the commutative square for J;,+1, fn+2 shows fo+2 = 0 So 
Hom(M(a',b'),rL(a,b)) = 0 
And similarly 
Hom(L(a,bいM(a',b'))= 0 
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(case a's; a< b < b'= n -I) Similar to the case (a's; a< b < b'< n -l) we 
can get 
Hom(M(a', n -l), rl(a, b)= 0 
And since M(a',n-l) is projective, we have 
Hom(L(a,b), rM(a', が）=0 
(case a's a< b's b < n -I) In this case we claim that 
Hom(M(a宣 ），てL(a,b) =ft 0. 
In fact O # f = (Ji)、EHom(M(a', b'), rL(a, b)) where 
Ji= {心I,-1) if b'<_ i s b +I, 
otherwise. 
(case a's a< b's b = n -I) In this case we also claim that 
Hom(M(a', b'), 北(a,b) # 0. 
fn fact O ;6 f = (J;); E Hom(M(a', b'), rL(a, n-I) where 
if a'< i :Sa+ I or i = n土
C) if a +l < i :;b', 
J; = ~ (~ ↑） if b'< i :;n -1, 
゜ otherwise. (case b':; a) Similar to the case a':; a< b < b', we get 
Hom(M(a'ぶ）,,L(a,b)) = 0 = Hom(L(a,b),,M(a', が））．
So we have proved (3). 
(4),(7) The proofs are similar to (3). 
?
LEMMA 3.10. Let TE Tilt(Q). 
(I) L(O, n -I) I T implies区 (O,n)IT 
(2) fU(O,n) IT (resp じ (0,n) I T) and all indecomposable direct summands 
of T are insincere then 
L―(O,n)IT (resp. l+(O,n)IT). 
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PROOF. (I) Suppose L(O,n -J) IT. Then 
Ext(T, L(O, n -I)) = 0 = Ext(L(O, n -I), T) 
and there exist injections 
So we get 
両 (O,n)→ 北 (O,n-1). 
Ext(L士(0,n), T)'.:! Hom(T, てい(O,n)= 0 
Sinceビ(O,n)is injective, we also get 
Ext(T,L士(O,n))= 0 
Therefore, 止(O,n)IT.
(2) Suppose L + (0, n) I T and that al indecomposable direct summands of T 
are insincere. Now (dim T),--:ft 0, so there exists some indecomposable direct 
summand N s.t. 
（隼 N),--:ft 0. 
Jf N = M(a,b) then Ext(M(a,b),L+(O,n) = 0 = Ext(L+(O,n),M(a,b)) so a= 0 
and N is sincere. This is a contradiction. So N =じ (a,n)and a=O by 
じ (O,n)IT. □ 
LEMMA 3.1 I 
summand N of T s. I. 
For al TE Tilt(Q) there exists some indecomposable direct 
（直 N);~ I, for all i :;n -I. 
Thus, N = L(O,n -1), 区 (O,n)or M(O,b), for some h 
PROOF. 
define 
For an indecomposable direct summand N of T s.t. (辿nN)】= 1, 
a(N)竺sup{ilI:,; i・:,;n -J'(血 N);:2-. I} 
Suppose that sup a(N) = a < n -J, then L(O, a) IT. So indecomposable direct 




for b''.$ a or a+ I s a', 
for a+l sa', 
for a+ 1 s a'. 
So (麟 T)a+I= o.This is a contradiction. 
?
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LEMMA 3.12. We have 
#{illsisn-1,(旱 T);= l} s l 
In particular, J(T) ;:,_ n -2. 
PROOF. Let i la註 s.t. (幽T);= 1. Then we claim that 
L(O, i -1) I T.
By Lemma 3.1 l there exists a unique indecomposable direct summand N of 
T s.t. 
（皿N)1z: L_ for al j :-s; n -1. 
So, by Lemma 3.10, N = M(Oル） for some i :-s;b :-s; n -l and any inde-
composable direct summand of T not isomorphic to N is one of the 
following, 
L(a,b) forb~i-Lori~a >
戸 (a,n) for i~a, 
M(a, b) for i~ci 
[r implies 
Ext(T, L(O, i -1) = 0 = Ext(L(O, ↓ー 1),T) 
so that 
L(O, i -1) IT 口
COROLLARY 3.13. Let TE Tilt(Q) then !5(T) :2>: n -I, and !5(T) = n -l if
and onlyリ臣(0,n) IT and other indecomposable direct summands of T have the 
form l(a, b) (0 :5 a< b :5n -1). ln particular, 
#{TE Tilt(kQ) I叩(T)=n-l}=~(2(n- l)) = I (2(n-l))-
n n-l n-l n-2 
PROOF. Suppose that al indecomposable direct summands of T are in-
sincere. Then, by Lemma 3.lO and Lemma 3.ll, L+(O,n) and L-(O,n) are 
both direct summands of T. So (血ュT)i= 1 if and only if i =n±. We have 
o(T)~n -l. If the equality holds then indecomposable direct summands of T 
not isomorphic toい(O,n)are of the form L(a,b). 
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Next we suppose there is a sincere indecomposable direct summand N of T. 
If o(T) = n -2 then, by Lemma 3.12, there is a unique i~n -I s.t. 
（幽 T);= (辿 T)1±=I 
So al indecomposable direct summands of T not isomorphic to N are of the 
form L(a, b) (b < i or i ~ a). As their direct sum may be viewed as a rigid 
module in type A;_1 x A1_;-1, we get 
#{L(a, b)I L(a, b) IT}~(i -1) + (n -I -i) = n -2, 
which is a contradiction. Next we consider the case o(T) = n -1. 
(a) (麟 T),= (辿 T),+= I, for a unique i(~n -1). Th en indecomposable 
direct summands of T not isomorphic to N are of the following form: 
L(a, b) for b < i or i ~ a , 
じ(a, n)• fori~a. 
We get by the same argument that 
#{LE ind kQ IL I T,L f; N} ~(i -1) + (n -i) = n -I, 
which is a contradiction. 
(b) (麟T);= (幽 T),-= J, for a unique i(:-s; n -]). Then, similar to (a), 
we reach a contradiction 
(c) (血 T)社=I. Then indecomposable direct summands of T not iso-
morphic to N are of the form L(a,b). Thus 
#{L(a,b) I L(a,b) IT} :-; n -1 
Jt is a contradiction. So we get <5(T)~n and o(T) = n -1 does not occur in this 
case. 
Thus we have proved that if o(T) = n -1 thenい(0,n) IT and the other 
indecomposable direct summands of T has the form L(研 ）The converse 
口implication is clea1 
Now we define subsets of Tilt(Q) by 
fo :={TE Tilt(Q) lc5(T) = n + l}, 
尻 :={TE加 (Q)lo(T) = n}, 
巧 :={TETilt(Q) IJ(T) = n -l}. 
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LEMMA 3.14. Fix I :;i :5n -I, then 
1:1 i-1 
{Te.9"il(隼 T);= l},... Tilt(o→ 0→ • → 0) 
X {TE Ti!t(Q1-i+1) I (出!!!T)1 = l,o(T) = n -i + I}. 
PROOF. Let T e尻 s.t. (出旦T);= I, for a unique i(s; n -l). By Lemma 
3. IO and Lemma 3.11 there exists a unique j = j(T)(~i) s. t. M(O, j) I T.Now let 
X(T) = {L(a,b) IL(a,b) I T,b < i} 
and 
Y(T) ={NE ind kQI_NI T}¥{X(T) U {M(O,j)}}. 
We define the maps 
i-l 
町 X(T)→ ind k(o→ 0→ • • → 0) 
and 
朽： Y(T)→ ind kQn-i+I, 
by 
缶 (N)t,= (N),、(I,:s; a < i),
（朽(N))"= (N)a+i-l (let (n -_i + I戸+i-l =尼）．
Then 
r -(、・急T)町(x),Y鳥'Pr(Y) ④ M(O, J(T) -i + I) 
induces a bijection between 
{TE Yi I (辛 T);= I} 
and 
Tilt(o→ 0→ ・ → 芍 X {TE Tilt(Q11-i+1) I (血旦T)1 = I, 6(T) = n -i + l } . 口
Let us define the following subsets of町
ふ：= {TE .o/j I al indecomposable direct summands of T are insincere 
and (旱 T),±= I }, 
劣 ：={TE巧 I(旱 T),±= 1, there exists some j s.t M(O,J) IT}, 
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年(.j):={TE完 IM(O,J) IT}, 
<(j :={TE .o/j lb(T) = 1,(血T)1= l}; 
的）= {Te釘M(O,j)IT}. 
THEOREM 3.15. (1)威±=0.
(2) f!d±(j)且{T'ETilt(o→ → も)I min{j'I L(j', n -l) IT'} = j}. In par-
ticular, 
免は闊(o→ → 匂¥{T'ETilt(o→ • → も）I L(O, n -1) I T'}, 
and we have 
＃奥 ＝土c;7)-~(竺＿ー /))
(3) <(l(j)且{T'ETilt(Q,,-1) l_j = j'(T') + 1}
where 




and we have 
3n -4 2(n -1) 
鐸＝了(11-I) 
｝ 
PROOF. (1) Suppose that there exists some TE威+・Then,by Lemma 3.l I, 
we have L±(O; n) I T.Now there exists some indecomposable direct summand N 
of T not isomorphic to. L一(O,n)s.t (血D.N),-= I. 
then a = 1s a contradiction because Jf N = M(a,b) 01・じ(a,n) 0. This・ 
い(O,n)IT. Soぶ1+ = 0 and similarly we have A_ = 0-
(2) Define the maps 
fJ: {L(a; b) IO~a< b~n -] } U{L―(a, n) IO~a~n -] } 
→ ind k(o→ 0→ ••• → o) 
and 
tf!:indk.(o→ 0→ ••• → 匂




(tp(L)a = {.~::_ 
砂））"~ { ~: 
゜
if O~Cl~fl ーし
if a= n, 
if O~a~n - l, 
if a= n―, 
if a= n+. 
Then (fJ o 1/;= 1 = if;o (fJ Define 
Z(T) :={NE ind kQ I NIT, N¢M(O,j)} 
and 
Y(T') :={NE ind k(o→ 0 → •• → g) IN IT'}. 
Then it is easy to see that the maps induce a bijection 




The inverse map 1s 
T'-C: 黛，） ~(L')) ④M(O,J) 
In fact, if T E集 (j)then al indecomposable direct summands of T not iso-
morphic to M(O, j) are either 
l(a,b) (a~) or b<j) or L―(a, n) (a~j), 
which implies L(j, n -l), じ (J,n)IT. It follows 
min{)'I L(j',n -I) I L~ 會T)rp(L)} = j 
Conversely, if 
T'E {T'E Tilt(o→ • •• → 3)lmin{/IL(/,n-l)IT'} =J} 
then (④ U<cY(T') ijJ(L') EB M(O,j) E釦 (J)
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(3) Define the maps 
,p ： {N E ind k.Q, I (辿叫V)1= O}→ ind kQ,, ー1
and 
tf;: ind kQ"ー1→{N E ind kQ,, I (辿且N)1= O} 
by the obvious way. Then lfJ o 1/t= 1 = 1/to !fJ.Define 
Z(T) :={NE ind kQ,, IN I T,N j M(O,j)} 
and 
Y(T') :={NE ind kQ,-1 IN IT'} 
Then they induce a bijection 




The mverse map 1s 
T',-. C,,! 怠.,/(N'))④M(O,j+l). 
In fact, if TE <ti(.i) then 
Z(T)c{L(a,b)II ::;a<b<J or _i::;a}叫吼n)I 1 :; b :;j} 
U { M (a, b)J 1 :;a < b :;j}. 
It implies M(l,J)IT and/(④ ,VeZ(T)叩(N))= j -I. Conversely, if j = j'(T') + 1 
then 
~1 (a~2) 
（幽恥）'(T')i/l(N'))"{ = 0 (a= 1). 
]t implies C鬼、）j,(N'))① M(O,J) E'IIU) ?
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COROLLARY 3.16. 
#.o/1 = 3 (竺:21)・
PROOF、 FiL"St we claim that 
" I 2(i -I) 2(1 -i) l 2n 
i=I i(n + 1 -i) (i -l) (n -i) =~(n) L
This follows from the fact that 
Tilt(o→ ・・ → し） = Lj{Te T山(o→ • → 3) I min{i'I L(i',n) IT, i'> O} = i}. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.14 and Theorem 3.15, #巧 isequal to 
2(土り）ー~(竺＿ー i'))) +〗：1悶―~il;i〗臼:Ll) (竺＿ー］）




G11= t~(り＿一 /)) (2~: / :/)
and 
f(X) = (t~2(i- l) X; 
i=I l (i-l)) 
2 
Then the coefficient of X11+1 in /'(X) is equal to 
2a, _ 2C;) 
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On the other hand, the coefficient of X吋・2in f (X) is equal to 
喜i(n_ ¥ +2) (町/)(勺＿―/十:11))―三 (2n)
＝土（竺1:/))-¾iCnn) 
So 
2al = (2;~: /)) -土り）=4(ご1)
We conclude that 
3 2(n-l) 
#.9i =デ’日 =3(n-2)
COROLLARY 3.17. We have 
＃汎 =3~;/) (竺＿ー;))
PROOF. Jn fact, 
D 
#&To=昌c:1)-3c~:;)) → (2~;:/ )) 





PROOF. In fact, #ff(Q)1 is equal to 
犀{S(竺:~)い（巴＿ー ~))+ 3(1 -]) (竺:~))}
= (3n -1) (竺:;). ロ
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3.3. case£6, £7, Es. By using AR-sequences, it is possible to establish the 
dimension vector of any indecomposable modules and the dimension of the space 
of the morphism between any two indecomposable modules. So, by using AR-
duality and Proposition l.7, we can calculate the number of arrows in tilting 
quiver. Now it is clear that to calculate the number of arrows in tilting quiver 
could be left to a computer. A reader can download a source code from following 
address, http://rkase.web.fc2.com/source.pdf 
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